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Observation of ultrafast spin-lattice relaxation in Tm2¿-doped CaF2 and SrF2 crystals
by optical means
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Ultrafast spin-lattice relaxation in the ground state of Tm21 doped in CaF2 and SrF2 crystals is studied. The
magnetization is created and detected by optical pulses, and spin-lattice relaxation times of the order of
picoseconds or femtoseconds, which cannot be measured by the conventional electron spin resonance, can be
obtained from the decay curves of the magnetization. It was found that the temperature dependences of the
spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 near room temperature are deviated from theT9 dependence, which is expected
from the well-known Raman process of phonons. Considering the effect of the Debye temperatureuD of the
host crystal on the Raman process, the observed temperature dependences of 1/T1 are explained consistently
both for Tm21:CaF2 ~uD5513 K) and Tm21:SrF2 ~uD5378 K).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The divalent thulium ion Tm21 in alkaline-earth fluoride
hosts, CaF2 ,SrF2, and BaF2, has attractive properties. I
these host crystals, this ion is in a cubic field and has str
absorption bands in the visible region with large param
netic circular dichroism.1,2 Many interesting studies by opti
cal means have been reported on Tm21 ion in cubic fields,
such as spin-orientation memory,3,4 enhancement of nuclea
polarization,5,6 spin-phonon interactions,7 electron spin reso-
nance~ESR! in the metastable state,3,8 ESR free-induction
decay,9 and spin cross relaxation.10,11

In the study on fast spin dynamics in condensed ma
near room temperature, optical pumping with a short la
pulse is very useful. The observation of the sp
relaxation12,13 and the free-induction-decay signal14 in nano-
second region have been reported, where the time evolu
of the optically induced magnetization was monitored by
pickup coil. However, the resolution time of the detecti
system in such experiments is of the order of 1 ns. If
induced magnetization can be monitored by an optical pu
the time resolution can be remarkably improved, and
ultrafast spin dynamics in picosecond or femtosecond reg
can be observed. Such studies on the ultrafast spin dyna
have been reported in dilute magnetic semiconductors15,16

and metals.17,18

In the present paper we report on the observation of
trafast spin-lattice relaxation in the ground state of Tm21 in
CaF2 and SrF2 near room temperature. The magnetization
created by an optical pump pulse, and spin-lattice relaxa
times of the order of picoseconds or femtoseconds can
obtained from the decay curves of the magnetization. S
ultrashort relaxation times cannot be measured by the c
ventional ESR, whose time resolution is nanoseconds at b
The time resolution of our optical method is limited only b
the temporal width of the light pulses, and investigation
ultrafast spin dynamics can be realized.
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~1!/579~5!/$15.00
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In the experiment, the pump-probe technique is used
observe the spin-lattice relaxation in the ground state of
divalent thulium ion (Tm21) doped in CaF2 and SrF2 crys-
tals. The magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! of the optical
transition is responsible for the creation and the detection
the magnetization. Absorption and MCD spectra f
Tm21:SrF2 are shown in Fig. 1.19 Those for Tm21:CaF2 are
similar to the spectra in Fig. 1.2 The magnetization is instan
taneously created in the ground state by a circularly po
ized pump pulse. The created magnetization is monitored
the change of the polarization of a linearly polarized pro
pulse. Decay curve of the magnetization is measured
changing the optical delay between the pump and pr
pulses, and the spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 is obtained
from the decay curve.

The value ofT1, which is of the order of seconds a
liquid-helium temperatures, becomes of the order of picos
onds near room temperature. The spin-lattice relaxation
the higher temperature region is caused by the Raman

FIG. 1. ~a! Absorption and~b! magnetic circular dichroism
~MCD! spectra of Tm21:SrF2 obtained by extrapolation to
mBH/kT→` ~Ref. 19!. D1 in ~a! refers to absorption fors1 light
and D2 refers tos2. The fractional change is shown in~b!.
579 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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cess of phonons, where the temperature dependence o
relaxation rate for the Kramers ion is expected as 1/T1}T9.
The values of 1/T1 obtained in our experiment, however, a
deviated from thisT9 dependence. To explain the expe
mental data, we consider a theory of the Raman proc
which is based on the Debye model of the lattice vibrati
Using this theory the observed temperature dependence
1/T1 are explained consistently both for Tm21:CaF2 and
Tm21:SrF2.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup for the measurement of sp
lattice relaxation times is shown in Fig. 2. The pump pulse
provided by the second harmonics~SH! of a Ti:sapphire re-
generative amplifier and the probe pulse by a optical pa
metric amplifier~OPA!. The wavelength is 400 nm for th
pump pulse and 560 nm for the probe pulse. The circula
polarized pump beam and the linearly polarized probe be
are nearly collinear and focused on the sample in a refrig
tor. The waist size of the beams at the sample are ab
100 mm. The pulse energy and the pulse width at the sam
are;10 mJ and 0.2 ps for the pump pulse and;1 mJ and
0.2 ps for the probe pulse.

Because of the selection rules of the optical transiti
population differences~or magnetization! in the magnetic
sublevels of the ground state, whose electron spin is 1/2,
instantaneously created by the circularly polarized pu
pulse. The created magnetization is detected by a qua
wave plate and a polarimeter as the change of the pola
tion of the linearly polarized probe pulse.

The construction of the polarimeter is shown in Fig.
The polarimeter8,20 detects the rotation of polarization plan
of a light beam. A linearly polarized beam is split by a Gl
prism and incident on the two photodiodes whose photoc

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the measurement of ultrash
spin-lattice relaxation times. SHG; second harmonic genera
OPA; optical parametric amplifier.
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rents are subtracted at a resistor. When the Glan prism
mounted at an angle of 45° to the plane of polarization of
light beam, the two photocurrents cancel. If the plane
polarization rotates, the two currents do not cancel and
voltage appears at the resistor.

In the present experiment, the magnetization in
ground state is created by the pump pulse, and then the
cular dichroism of the optical transition is induced in th
sample. The linearly polarized probe beam is considere
be a superposition of two circularly polarized compone
which have the opposite polarizations and the same inte
ties. The induced circular dichroism destroys the intens
balance between the two components. The two circularly
larized beams are transformed by the quarter-wave plat
two linearly polarized beams whose polarizations are cros
each other, and the unbalance of circular polarization
transformed to the unbalance of linear polarization or
rotation of polarization plane. This rotation is detected by
polarimeter as the signal of the magnetization in the grou
state.

The time evolution of the magnetization was observed
changing the optical delay between the pump and pr
pulses. The spin-lattice relaxation time was obtained fr
the decay curve of the magnetization. A chopper~180 Hz!
for the pump beam and a lock-in amplifier were used
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. For long relaxation tim
(.100 ns) at lower temperatures, the decay curve of
magnetization was monitored by a cw probe light of 610 n
from a dye laser, instead of the probe pulse, and the s
lattice relaxation time was obtained from the wave form di
tized on an oscilloscope.

In the experiment a magnetic field of 200 Oe is appli
parallel to the laser beams. In no external magnetic field,
optically created magnetization is destroyed in the time
gion of ;10 ns by the inhomogeneous local field,9 which is
due to the superhyperfine interaction between the Tm21 ion
and neighboring F nuclei and whose direction is random
distributed. In an external field parallel to the pump bea
whose magnitude is more than that of the local field~;10
Oe!, the decay due to the superhyperfine interaction is s
pressed and the created magnetization is held along the
ternal field. The spin-lattice relaxation time due to the dire
process of phonons depends on the magnetic field.21 How-
ever, that, due to the Raman process, is independent o
magnetic field.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Decay curves of the magnetization in the ground state
Tm21:CaF2 (0.02%Tm21, 2 mm in thickness, Optovac Inc.!
at 140, 210, and 298 K~room temperature! are shown in Fig.

rt
r,

FIG. 3. Construction of the polarimeter.
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4. The decay curve of the magnetization is fitted well to
single exponential. The obtained spin-lattice relaxation tim
are 60, 10, and 5 ps for 140, 210, and 298 K, respective

The estimated spin number from the absorbed pho
number and the magnitude of MCD at 400 nm, which co
tributes to the magnetization created att50 by the pump
pulse, is;1012 spins in the focused region. This value co
responds to spin density of;1017spins/cm3.

Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
1/T1 in the ground state of Tm21:CaF2 is shown in Fig. 5.
The data at the lower temperatures are those which h
been obtained from the experiment of the electron spin re
nance~ESR!,21 where the spin-lattice relaxation is explaine
by the direct process and the Raman process of phonons
value of T1 ranges from seconds at liquid-helium tempe
tures to picoseconds near room temperature. Thus, in
sample, the spin-lattice relaxation times varying over 11
ders of magnitude can be observed by using the presen
tical method. The spin-lattice relaxation at the higher te
peratures is caused by the Raman process of phonons

FIG. 4. Decay curves of the magnetization in Tm21:CaF2 at ~a!
140 K, ~b! 210 K, and~c! 298 K. The obtained spin-lattice relax
ation times are 60, 10, and 5 ps, respectively.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxa
rate 1/T1 for Tm21:CaF2. Solid circle; present work,3; Sabisky
and Anderson~Ref. 21!. The solid lines are obtained~a! from Eq.
~1! and ~b! from Eq. ~5!.
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the temperature dependence of the relaxation rate for
Kramers ion is expected as 1/T1}T9, which is shown by the
straight line~a! in Fig. 5. The values of 1/T1 obtained in our
experiment at higher temperatures, however, deviate f
this T9 dependence.

To compare the spin-lattice relaxations in different ho
crystals, we also measured the spin-lattice relaxation time
Tm21:SrF2. The optical and magnetic properties
Tm21:SrF2 are similar to those of Tm21:CaF2,2,7 and the
experimental condition is the same as that in the case
Tm21:CaF2. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice
laxation rate 1/T1 in the ground state of Tm21:SrF2

~0.02%Tm21, 1 mm in thickness, Optovac Inc.! is shown in
Fig. 6. The data at the lower temperatures are those w
have been obtained from the experiment of the ESR.21 The
values of the spin-lattice relaxation rate at the higher te
peratures also deviate from theT9 dependence, which is
shown by the straight line~a! in Fig. 6, as in the case o
Tm21:CaF2.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the study by the ESR, the spin-lattice relaxation
higher temperatures has been explained by the Raman
cess of phonons. In the Raman process, the population
tribution in the magnetic sublevels of the ground state
changed by a process with a phonon pair. One phono
absorbed and induces the transition from one of the gro
state to a virtual state, and at the same time the other pho
is emitted and induces another transition from the virt
state to the other of the ground state. Any two phonons
take part if their frequency difference is equal to the re
nance frequency of the magnetic system, and then the Ra
process becomes dominant at higher temperatures w
many thermal phonons exist. The spin-lattice relaxation r
due to the Raman process for the Kramers ion has been fi
to the equation

1

T1
5AT9, ~1!

n

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxa
rate 1/T1 for Tm21:SrF2. Solid square; present work,3; Sabisky
and Anderson~Ref. 21!. The solid lines are obtained~a! from Eq.
~1! and ~b! from Eq. ~5!.
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and the values of the coefficientA have been determined fo
Tm21 both in CaF2 and SrF2;21

A~CaF2!57.631028 s21 K29,

A~SrF2!51.031026 s21 K29. ~2!

The straight lines in Figs. 5 and 6 are obtained from Eq.~1!
with Eqs.~2!.

In our experiment at the higher temperatures, the val
of the spin-lattice relaxation rate deviate from theT9 depen-
dence both for Tm21:CaF2 and Tm21:SrF2. Here, to explain
these experimental results, we consider the Debye mode
the lattice vibration. Turning back to the beginning of t
theory of the Raman process, the relaxation rate due to
Raman process for the Kramers ion is expressed as22

1

T1
5KE

0

vm v8exp~\v/kT!

$exp~\v/kT!21%2
dv

5KS kT

\ D 9E
0

uD /T x8ex

~ex21!2
dx, ~3!

whereK is a constant determined by the interaction betwe
the magnetic ions and the lattice vibrations,\ is the Planck
constant divided by 2p, k is the Boltzmann constant,v is
the phonon frequency, andvm is the maximum phonon fre
quency corresponding to the Debye temperatureuD (\vm
5kuD). Equation~3! means that the rate of the Raman pr
cess is due to the phonons with frequencies belowvm .

In the case of low temperatures (T!uD), the upper limit
uD /T of the integral in Eq.~3! can be regarded as infinity
and the integral becomes a constant. Then the well-kno
expression in Eq.~1! is derived from Eq.~3!. In most of the
conventional ESR studies on the relaxation,T!uD is a good
approximation, and Eq.~1! is valid for the relaxation analy
sis.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependences of nor
ized spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/aT1, where the rate is nor
malized by the value of 1/T1 at 10 K for each sample;

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxa
rate 1/aT1 normalized by the rate at 10 K@Eq. ~4!# for Tm21:CaF2

~solid circle! and Tm21:SrF2 ~solid square!.
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T1
5AT95aS T

10D
9

. ~4!

The straight line~a! shows the normalized rate obtained fro
Eq. ~4! with Eqs.~2!. In the lower temperatures, the observ
rates for Tm21:CaF2 and Tm21:SrF2 are on the same line. In
the higher temperatures, however, the observed rates fo
two samples deviate from the straight line and are separ
from each other.

In the case of higher temperatures (T>uD), the integral in
Eq. ~3! can no longer be regarded as a constant but depe
on the temperature. In such a case, as in the case of
experiment, we have to consider the relaxation rate in Eq.~3!
taking account of the temperature-dependent integral. Eq
tion ~3! can be rewritten as

1

T1
5AT9f S T

uD
D , ~5!

f S T

uD
D5

1

8!E0

uD /T x8ex

~ex21!2
dx.

When uD /T→`, the integral approaches 8!, andf (T/uD)
→1. Then Eq.~5! becomes the same with Eq.~1!. When
uD /T→0, on the other hand, the integrand approximates
x6 (x!0), and the spin-lattice relaxation rate is expected
1/T1}T2. The Debye temperatures for CaF2 and SrF2 are
known as23,24

uD~CaF2!5513K,

uD~SrF2!5378K. ~6!

The curves~b! in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are obtained from Eq.~5!
with Eqs.~2! and~6!. It should be noted that there is no ne
fitting parameter. Our experimental results are explain
well by Eq. ~5! both for Tm21:CaF2 and Tm21:SrF2. This
shows that the deviation from theT9 dependence is cause
by the finiteness of the phonon frequency.

We also normalize the temperature by the Debye temp
ture. The normalized equation is given by

FIG. 8. Normalized spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/AuD
9T1 @Eq.

~7!# for Tm21:CaF2 ~solid circle! and Tm21:SrF2 ~solid square!.
The horizontal axis is the temperature normalized by the De
temperatureT/uD .

n
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1

AuD
9T1

5S T

uD
D 9

f S T

uD
D . ~7!

The right side of this equation is a function ofT/uD , and is
expected to exhibit the same behavior for different samp
with any different Debye temperatures. Figure 8 shows
normalized spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/AuD

9T1 as a func-
tion of the normalized temperatureT/uD . The curve~b! is
obtained from Eq.~7!, while the straight line~a! is the nor-
malized rate forf (T/uD)51 where the finiteness of the pho
non frequency is not taken into account. The observed s
lattice relaxation rates are on the curve~b! both for
Tm21:CaF2 and Tm21:SrF2. Equation~7! explains our ex-
perimental results consistently for the two host crystals. T
result shows that the deviation from theT9 dependence a
higher temperatures is due to the lack of high freque
phonons; the distribution of the phonon frequency has
upper limit corresponding to the Debye temperature. It
possible that the Debye temperature of the host crysta
obtained from the temperature dependence of the spin-la
relaxation rate.
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V. SUMMARY

Ultrashort spin-lattice relaxation times in the ground st
of Tm21 in CaF2 and SrF2 were measured by a pump-prob
polarization spectroscopy. The spin-lattice relaxation ti
ranging over 11 orders of magnitude, from seconds at liqu
helium temperatures to picoseconds near room tempera
can be measured by the optical method. The observed va
of the spin-lattice relaxation rate near room temperature
viate from the well-knownT9 dependence for the Rama
process of phonons both for Tm21:CaF2 and Tm21:SrF2.
We considered the Debye model of the lattice vibration, a
the experimental results were explained consistently for
two samples by taking account of the effect of the Deb
temperature of the host crystal.
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